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CRIME, PUNISHMENT AND PUBLIC OPINION:
A SUMMARY OF RECENT STUDIES
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR SENTENCING POLICY
Recent studies of public opinion on crime and punishment contain important information
concerning sentencing practices.
Much of the data contradicts the rationale offered by
policymakers to support punitive sentencing policies. Many of these findings are surprisingly
decisive, and could encourage policymakers to reevaluate current sentencing policy.
The most significant findings are the following:
• The public is generally misinformed on crime and criminal justice policy.
• Public opinion is more complex than policymakers assume.
• Politicians misjudge public attitudes.
• Public opinion shifts in relation to political initiatives.
• Public opposition to rehabilitation and prevention is exaggerated.
• Public embraces alternative sentencing options when offered.
The Public is Generally Misinformed on Crime and Criminal Justice Policy
•

The public consistently misjudges trends in crime. Each year from 1996-1998, nationwide
studies conducted by the Gallup Organization showed that a decisive majority of the
American public believed crime had increased since the previous year. The Crime Index
had actually been decreasing steadily during this time.1

•

The public tends to underestimate the severity of sentencing. A 1997 survey conducted by
the Florida Department of Corrections revealed that Florida residents assumed inmates
served on average 40% of their original sentence, while in actuality inmates are expected to
serve 85% of their original sentence.2

•

Public attitudes are strongly influenced by mistaken beliefs. A 1994 survey on public
opinion about crime and corrections in Oregon conducted by Doble Research Associates
showed that citizens believed half of those convicted of violent crime are not incarcerated,
and also that large numbers of both violent and non-violent prisoners are released early due
to prison overcrowding.3 In stark contrast to these beliefs, data from the Oregon Criminal
Justice Council shows that of all convicted offenders, violent and non-violent, 77% receive
jail or prison time, while none are released early due to prison overcrowding.4

Public Opinion is More Complex Than Policymakers Assume
•

Forming broad policy on the basis of perceived public attitudes can lead to correctional
practices that the public does not support in individual situations. A study of Ohio
residents conducted in 1995 revealed that while a majority of respondents indicated they
were in favor of passing a three-strikes law,5 when they were confronted with specific
situations, only a small minority believed a life sentence was appropriate for the described
offender. While 88% of the respondents expressed strong or moderate support for threestrikes laws, 95% favored allowing exceptions in one or more instances.6

Politicians Misjudge Public Attitudes
•

Policymakers do not accurately perceive public opinion. For example, a 1985 study by the
Michigan Prison and Jail Overcrowding Project revealed that policymakers, when asked to
estimate public support for alternative sentencing, grossly underestimated this support to be
12%, compared to the actual level of 66%.7

The survey revealed that decisionmakers “overestimated the proportion of all crime that is
violent or person-related.” This kind of information suggests that policymakers are
misinformed in ways that may bias them against alternative sentencing and reforms which
reduce reliance on incarceration.8
Public Opinion Shifts in Relation to Political Initiatives
•

Public concern with drug and crime issues sometimes shifts dramatically in strikingly short
periods of time. Between July and September of 1989, for example, in the wake of an antidrug campaign initiated by the first Bush administration, the percentage of poll respondents
reporting that drugs were the nation’s biggest problem rose from 15% to 64%.9 This
increase outweighed any change in reported incidence of drug use during these months. By
1992, when drug related emergency room visits had reached record levels, only 10% of poll
respondents identified drugs as the nation’s biggest problem.10 This evidence suggests the
public’s perception of the crime problem depends only partially on shifts in the crime level
itself, and is significantly affected by political initiatives.

Public Opposition to Rehabilitation and Prevention is Exaggerated
•

Public support for rehabilitation is greater than political rhetoric would indicate. A 1995
study carried out by the National Opinion Survey on Crime and Justice revealed significant
support for rehabilitative measures. Twenty-one percent of U.S. adults indicated
rehabilitation should be the principal goal in sentencing offenders, and 50% of respondents
thought it should be the most important factor in sentencing juveniles.11 In the same study,
nearly two thirds of respondents supported granting prisoners early release through good
behavior and participation in work programs.12

•

Public support for addressing crime through social interventions is very strong. More than
half (54%) of the public favors spending money on social and economic problems to lower
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crime, compared to a third (31%) endorsing more funding to the criminal justice system
(and 13% supporting spending in both areas).13
 In a 1995 study, Oregonians expressed a strong commitment to rehabilitation.
Eighty-eight percent of those polled favored greater use of mandatory treatment for
offenders or inmates with drug and alcohol problems, even at increased cost.14
 Strong public commitment to rehabilitation is illustrated in several other studies
including those conducted in Washington State (1993),15 Vermont (1994),16 and
North Carolina (1995).17
 In a 1994 Los Angeles Times survey, 64% of respondents believed that most or some
violent criminals could be rehabilitated.18
Public Embraces Alternative Sentencing Options When Offered
•

People acknowledge that the flexibility allowed by sentencing alternatives makes for a more
just system. A 1989 Alabama study revealed that 90% of those surveyed agreed that
alternatives give judges the flexibility to make the punishment fit the crime.19

•

Numerous studies in recent years have established that the better educated people are about
the issue, the more supportive they are of alternative sentencing.20
 In 1991, a survey of Delaware residents conducted by the Public Agenda Foundation
revealed that Delawareans were supportive of sentencing alternatives after being
educated and participating in educational discussion. When offered additional
sentencing options, besides just prison or probation, participants showed strong
support for the alternatives, particularly for nonviolent criminals.21 The participants,
who were asked to sentence twenty-three hypothetical offenders, favored an
alternative sentencing option in eighteen of the twenty-three cases, (the five offenders
sentenced to prison consisted of four violent criminals and a drug dealer convicted for
the fifth time). Virtually identical studies carried out in Alabama (1989) and
Pennsylvania (1992) yielded similar results.22
 In a 1995 Oregon survey, 92% of Oregonians wanted to make greater use of
sentencing alternatives. 23

Implications for Criminal Justice Policy
•

Education of both the public and policymakers is critical for change since public opinion is
uninformed when it comes to crime and sentencing policy. Support for incarceration and
increased punitiveness in sentencing often results because people underestimate how
punitive the system already is. Studies have shown that when people are educated about the
issues, they tend to support a broader range of sentencing strategies.
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•

Policymakers and advocates should take greater advantage of potential support for
alternative sentencing. The bulk of the data suggests that the public is largely supportive
of alternative sentencing, particularly for nonviolent criminals, and that it has a strong
commitment to treatment and rehabilitation. Studies show that people appreciate the
advantages of offering alternative sentencing options, and that they believe it creates a fair,
more just system, one which allows judges to evaluate each offender individually.

•

Policymakers need to be encouraged to investigate public opinion on crime and justice in
more complex ways. Policymakers fail to acknowledge the complex, multidimensional
nature of public opinion. Often policies are formed on global attitudes that the public
rejects in individual situations. To combat this problem, legislators should be encouraged to
craft sentencing policies that allow for appropriate consideration of public safety and
rehabilitation objectives, along with the flexibility required to assess individual cases.
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